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FOLKSY GUYS
TREASURE HUNT
Hope you all are ready for the launch of
the Folksy Guys, the official NFT collection
of Folks Finance! Along with the launch,
we are bringing you an exciting game
called Folksy Guys Treasure Hunt. Users
will be tasked with finding unique items
discovered using clues throughout the
hunt period.
Only the best Folksy collectors will be
eligible to win the Grand Prize.
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WHO CAN PARTICIPATE?
Everyone

HOW DOES IT WORK?
The Treasure Hunt will happen during a period called 'treasure
hunt time'
On the first phase, we will open the Folksy Guys shuffles
through Instant Shuffle (i.e. The user can buy a random Folksy
Guys NFT for 40 Algo.) The Shuffle will include 500 Folksy Guy
NFTs.
After the shuffle phase, the interactive game starts! Five clues
will be released during the treasure hunt time, one every three
days. These clues refer to the items in possession of the Folksy
Guys.
Users will have to prove that they have guessed the object by
filling in a form which will be released at the end of the
"treasure hunt time", and they need to hold that NFT with the
right item.
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TREASURE HUNT PLAN
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4 CLUES
+ BONUS CLUE
+SHUFFLE2

FORM

WINNER
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The user will then have to search in the market, or be lucky
enough to find the Folksy Guy who holds that item in the
shuffle.
There will be 5 clues in total, including one bonus clue.
At the end of the Treasure Hunt, a form will be issued to
prove they have guessed all the clues.
The form will have the following structure:
Discord handle
Exact name of the item (NFTx | Folksy Guys
nftexplorer.app -)
Algorand wallet
Folksy guys Asset id. The Folksy guys have to be in the
same wallet as the previous field
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The process will be the same for all clues.
Bonus clue: Users only need to guess and complete this clue
for a chance to win the prize. The user who completes all the
clues + bonus will only increase the chance of winning the
draw

HOW ARE THE WINNERS SELECTED?
There will be a total of 10 winners (among those who
answered the standard clues correctly) with the following
prizes:
-5 will have access to the Treasury Pool, selected via a raffle
-5 will receive a Folksy Guys NFT
The 10 winners will be chosen as follows:
-5 according to the chronological order of delivery of the
form, correctly filled out
-5 randomly drawn from among those who filled in the form
correctly
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In addition, among those who answered the bonus clue
correctly, 2 Lucky winners will be drawn, of which the first
will get access to the Treasury pool and the second will
receive a Folksy Guys NFT.
The six Treasury pool winners will have 24 hours to agree
on the division of the prize. If the winners want to increase
the prize amount for users, they can decide to have fewer
people drawn to increase the single win. If no agreement
is reached, all will be winners.

PRIZES
There are 2 different prizes:
The treasury pool
25% of the total Folksy guys revenue earned from the sales
during 'treasure hunt time' will be distributed to the
Treasury which is divided in:
1/3 of the Treasury will be used as the prize of the
winners, and goes to the Treasury Pool
2/3 of the Treasury will be used as a community
Treasury
Folksy guys NFT
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ADVANTAGES FOR
TESTNET PARTICIPANTS
Users who scored 6 points in the task program will have
the advantage of not having to solve 1 clue, so solving 3
will be sufficient, this advantage will last for the first 2
Treasure hunts.
Those who scored 4-5 points in the task program will
only need to solve 3 clues, but only during the first 1
Treasure hunt.
Users who received commemorative NFTs of 4, 5 and 6
points will have to enter the asset id of that NFT in the
form.

ADVANTAGES HOLDER
FOLKSY GUYS
Possibility of joining the private group (Folksy guys
club)
Giveaway
Customized merchandise
Fair and event tickets
Possible decision-making power on minor upgrades
Creation of a Folksy Guys metaverse room
Participation to the treasure hunt
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